The fraction of identical residues divided by the total number of aligned residues in the target-template alignment (gaps are ignored). Sequence Similarity Given two aligned sequences A, B:
=1
Where L is the number of columns in the alignment (gaps are ignored). Predicted secondary structure is computed for the target and the template (with PSIPRED), and the one letter code states are mapped on the target-template alignment. The agreement is computed as the fraction of matching secondary structure states, over the total number of aligned residues. Accessibility Agreement Analogous to "Secondary Structure Agreement", but predicted solvent accessibility (with SSpro4) is used. Surface Sequence Identity Analogous to "Sequence Identity", "Sequence Similarity", "Secondary Structure Agreement", and "Accessibility Agreement" respectively. Only residues belonging to the surface (see "Interface Definition" in Material and Methods) of the template are considered. Surface Sequence Similarity Surface Secondary Structure Agreement Surface Accessibility Agreement Core Sequence Identity Analogous to "Sequence Identity", "Sequence Similarity", "Secondary Structure Agreement", and "Accessibility Agreement" respectively. Only residues belonging to the core (see "Interface Definition" in Material and Methods) of the template are considered.
Core Sequence Similarity Core Secondary Structure Agreement Core Accessibility Agreement Interface Sequence Identity Analogous to "Sequence Identity", "Sequence Similarity", "Secondary Structure Agreement", and "Accessibility Agreement" respectively. Only residues belonging to the interface (see "Interface Definition" in Material and Methods) of the template are considered. 
PPI Fingerprint minimum
The interface and surface residues of a template are mapped on the target's MSA. The lowest value in the PPI Fingerprint curve (calculated as in "Conservation Score" in Materials and Methods) is considered. PPI Fingerprint absolute maximum Analogous to "PPI Fingerprint minimum", but the highest value of the absolute (modulus) PPI Fingerprint curve is considered.
PPI Fingerprint full MSA
Analogous to "PPI Fingerprint minimum", but the value of PPI Fingerprint curve at 0% sequence identity inclusion threshold (the complete MSA) is considered.
PPI Fingerprint Area
Analogous to "PPI Fingerprint minimum", but the area of the PPI Fingerprint curve (integral of the curve using the composite trapezoidal rule) is considered. Profile Average Entropy Arithmetic mean of column entropies in the HHblits generated MSA. Column entropy is defined as:
On all amino acids a in the column and pa is the frequency occurrence of that amino acid in the column. Profile E-value The log10 E-value returned by HHblits.
QS consensus Oligomeric
State Consensus
Given a template and the set of templates identified during the search step, the oligomeric state consensus is the fraction of templates, in the template search, sharing the same oligomeric state with the templates of interest. Stoichiometry Consensus Analogous to the "Oligomeric State Consensus", but expressing the fraction of templates having the same stoichiometry as a template of interest. Interface Analogous to the "Oligomeric State Consensus", but expressing 
Where pphi,I are pphi,S are the fraction of hydrophilic residues in the interface and surface respectively. Hydrophobic Propensity Analogous to "Hydrophilic Propensities", but considering hydrophobic residues (I, L, V, F, M, A, G). Average Bfactor Ratio
The log odd ratio between the average B-factor of interface and surface residues.
